
Preparing for A Level Physics at 
Waldegrave 

The A Level student mindset 
 
Being a successful A Level student requires a different mindset to a GCSE student. At 
GCSE, you have a full timetable, all the work is set by your teachers and your 
teachers guide much of your learning. At A Level, there is an expectation that 
students take greater control of their own learning to become more self guided and 
to become self motivated. The reason for this is that when you go to university or 
leave school and get a job, you will need to become completely self sufficient and 
stand on your own 2 feet. Part of preparing for A Levels will be preparing yourself to 
make these tricky changes to your study habits. Becoming an independent learner is 
hard, particularly when you are surrounded by your peer group who can be quite a 
distraction, but it is an essential part of studying at A Level. 
 
At A Level, you should be planning to spend time outside of class doing independent 
work in the subjects you are studying. This is why you do not have a full timetable at 
A Level. You have time between your lessons in which to carry out independent 
work. In A Level physics, you independent work could consist of the following tasks: 

 Preparation work to get you ready for next lesson 

 Homework assignment to hand in  

 Independent study to make you better  

 Past paper practice 

 Review work from previous lessons 
 
You should aim to spend 1 hour per subject per school day on these independent 
working activities. In my experience, past students who have developed these good 
study habits have always been successful at the end of their A Level course. A simple 
calculation can show how investing a small amount of time regularly can amount to 
a lot in the long run: 
5 school days a week x 39 weeks in the school year x 2 years of A Levels = 390 hours 
of work. 
390/24 hours in a day = 16.25 days. It works out to be the equivalent of 16.25 extra 
day worth of work by the end of the A Level course. Imagine being told on the 
morning of your A Level exam that you had an extra 16 days to prepare for the 
exam! 
 
Part of your preparation for A Level physics will be to change your mindset and 
become more of a self guided learner. 
 
 



Things to buy before starting your A Level Physics course at 
Waldegrave.  
You will need to have these available in every A Level physics lesson: 

 Lined note paper (to write on) 
 Black pen (to write with) 
 Purple pen (to peer/self assess with) 
 Sharp pencil (to draw graphs and diagrams) 
 Clear plastic ruler (to draw straight lines with. Clear plastic is useful for lines 

of best fit in graphs) 
 Scientific calculator (to handle complex calculations) 
 Graph paper (to draw graphs on) 
 Folders and page dividers (to organise your paper work effectively) 
 Textbook (see below for details) 
 Formula booklet (follow this link to the A level Physics formula booklet: 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/363796-units-h156-and-h556-data-
formulae-and-relationships-booklet.pdf 

Textbook 
You will need to get the correct textbook. There are 2 choices to you could go for: 
get the two year textbook that covers year 12 and year 13 content or 2 one year 
textbooks, one that covers year 12 and one that covers year 13.  
 
I would recommend the book that covers year 12 and 13 content:  

 Cheaper than 2 separate books 
 Allows you to read ahead to year 13 content 
 In year 13 allows you to refer back to year 12 content 
 More practical to carry around one book than have to deal with 2 

 
The two year book: A Level Physics A for OCR ~ £40 
 
 
 
The one year books: A Level Physics A for OCR Year 1 
and AS ~ £28 and A Level Physics A for OCR Year 2 ~ 
£28  
 
 

Isaac Physics 
For A Level physics at Waldegrave, we encourage students to use an online platform 
called Isaac Physics. Isaac physics is designed to improve student’s problem solving 
skills to help them prepare for physics exams and further education in the field of 
physics and science in general. 
 
Some of you might have used it for GCSE physics science. If this is the first you have 
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heard of Isaac physics, then run through this presentation on the Isaac physics 
website: https://isaacphysics.org/pages/support_walkthrough_introduce_alevel 
 

Physics & Maths Tutor 
Physics & Maths Tutor is a gold mine for past papers and practice questions for A 
Level physics. This website is free to use. Many of my past students have found this 
online resource invaluable to become successful at A Level physics. Visit their 
website: https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/ 
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